What is Structured Water?

A Brief History

Structured water is water in nature.

Clayton Nolte is a
researcher and
inspired inventor of
life transforming
water structuring
technologies.
Clayton’s life
experiences have
been in the realms of
infinite possibilities.
He spent much of
the last forty years
exploring physics, math and the properties of
water, and the effects it has on life.
Natures own Structured water had the unique,
recurring phenomenon of appearing where no
water should. With an innate desire to emulate
this for more-in-depth studies, Clayton delved into
the inner world of water. Through that
exploration, Clayton has discovered many
innovative technologies, and has invented and is
now manufacturing a full line of Structured Water
Units. With his experience, accompanied by a
group of passionate and gifted individuals, his
mission is to form an alliance of discovery and
together cross the bridge into the new paradigms
for the future of water.

If you take a gallon or ten gallons of water
and pour it in a mountain stream at the top of
the mountain and then collect it at the
bottom, the water is naturally structured by
nature.
The main contingent of structured water is life
force energy, and that life force energy comes
down to the water molecule itself. The water
molecule has the power and the individual
mandate to protect life. Its mandate is to
protect us from things that are adverse to life
and to generously provide the things that are
good for life. What could the magic of
Structured Water change in your life? We
invite you to explore the possibilities.

How is water structured?
Natural Action Technologies brings you an
innovative unit, which allows water to
structure itself. The dance of the water
through the unit in a repeating, geometric,
double vortex pattern frees the negative
memory and brings water back into perfect
balance. Through the natural action of the
water flowing through the unit, without
filters or electricity, water is returned to its
full energetic potential.

www.NaturalAction.com

Natural Action
Technologies®
Structured Water
Units

What More is Possible?
Natural Action Technologies
Po Box 1449
Cornville AZ 86325

928-567-6466
www.NaturalAction.com

Transforming The World
Through Structured Water

Commercial Unit

Commercial Unit

The Commercial Unit is a powerful solution for bringing Structured Water both indoors and outdoors for your business,
farm, pool, landscape, and more.

Under Sink Unit
Portable Unit

House Unit

Small Garden Unit
Large RV/Garden Unit

Commercial Unit

How Structured Water Benefits You
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water that’s alive and full of energy
Increased oxygen
Super hydration
Increased absorption of nutrients
The negative memory in the water
wiped clean
Greater sense of well-being
Healthier skin and hair
Eliminates itchy skin
Reduces hard mineral build-up

How Structured Water benefits animals
•
•
•
•
•

Healthier, happier animals with less stress
Lowered rates of mortality with livestock
Up to 30% reduction of water needed
Increased nutrient absorption
Less infections and disease

•

Healthier plants with 20-40% increased biomass
Increased Brix levels (more nutrients & sugars)
Pest resistant due to plant health
Up to a 30% reduction of water needed
for watering due to super hydration

How Structured Water benefits agriculture
•
•
•

Super Shower Unit
Mini Garden/ Shower Unit

We stand behind everything we make...
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lifetime Warranty
90-Day Money Back Guarantee
No filters to change
No electricity needed
No maintenance
High quality food grade plastic inside and
out

Strong customer support and information
Specifications: Housing ABS Flow form HDPE

